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welcome 

To open the Exploring the First 1000 Days event, 
Station Officer Adam Young welcomed attendees 
to the fire station and talked through our local fire 
services history and current composition of fire 
service workers and volunteers.

He also talked about how the fire service values 
the ability to invite community groups into the 
fire-station to use the space.

Jane McCraken, NMCP Executive Officer
Welcomed our attendees, and took them through  

the outline for the day.

Jane explained how the work is connected to the 
Hands Up Mallee Common Agenda and why  this is 
important to our community and how the services 

connect and interact with each other.
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In order to set the tone for the work to be done Jane handed over to Kathy Crouch from Mildura District 
Aboriginal Services to open the day with a beautiful storyline.

We were privileged that Kathy shared this wisdom with us, read from the perspective of a baby growing 
and developing in their mother’s body.

This story grounded the room, setting the scene for the day and the work to come in exploring the First 
1000 Days and moving toward action. 

UnderstAndIng the ImportAnce of the fIrst 1000 dAys 
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why Use A systems mAp? 
Jane discussed why Hands Up Mallee decided to use a systems map approach.

The Hands Up Mallee backbone team chose a systems map as a visual representation of the 
interconnectedness of behaviours, events and situations within the First 1000 Days.
A systems map shows the complexity of the issues in our community and provides a lens to view complex 
problems through, potentially helping to anticipate the flow on effects (both negative and positive) of 
making changes within the system. 

Hands Up Mallee spoke with service providers and community  between February and April 2018 to hear 
what they felt the barriers, issues, connections and assets were that worked for and against ensuring all 
children in our community had a healthy, welcome and safe start in the First 1000 Days of life.  The 
information was then translated into a systems map in a way that provides a human centered focus 
rather than service and programmatic focus  so that the map could be explored by attendees and lever-
age points could be identified to enable action. 
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explorIng the mAp 

Fiona introduced the map and gave a detailed description of each region of the map 
including:

• Prioritising the First 1000 Days
• Parenting capacity
• Role of families and community
• Funding and Government policy
• Orientation of the service sector

After each region was explained, participants were given space to reflect on the map and discuss their 
initial reactions and thoughts, and share with us what resonated, what they felt was missing and what 
might not feel right within the map.  

For detailed information on the map regions and loops you can read the Exploring the First 1000 Days 
handbook used on the day, Download HERE

https://www.handsupmallee.com/the-first-1000-days
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pArentIng cApAcIty 

mAp regIon

resonAtes

sUrprIses

mIssIng

not QUIte rIght

comments

Parenting Capacity

Yes

No - Other than we are still talking about it

See comments

Language “adequate parenting”

• Map feels good / accurate
• People / families / mothers feel judged by community and services
• Lots of pressure / negative influences (e.g. Social Media) about doing things 

“right”, “gold star vs good enough” parenting
• Pity not empathy
• Need to intervene earlier and create a status quo which is: 

Relationship and family based 
Flexible 
Collaborative 
In ways that builds “a village” and trust

• Need to create an awareness of support and awareness of culture and diversity

The map loops connected to parenting capacity focused on the innate challenge of parenting, how 
Parenting Capacity is developed and the positive and negative effects of familial, societal and community 
connections. It also uncovered the impacts and flow on effects of not seeking or understanding the need 
to seek support during this small and critical development window.

For detailed information on the Parenting Capacity map region, connections  and loops you can read 
pages 3 - 7 in the Exploring the First 1000 Days handbook used on the day, Download HERE

The table below summarises what participants initial thoughts were when presented with the Parenting 
Capacity region of the map.

https://www.handsupmallee.com/the-first-1000-days
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the role of fAmIlIes And commUnIty 

mAp regIon

resonAtes

sUrprIses

mIssIng

not QUIte rIght

comments

Role of Families and Community

• Lack of understanding of diversity
• Feeling judged
• Need for community awareness and collective movement for change

• Rental market / lack of affordable housing - doesn’t align with regional areas 
and affordability

• Nothing (unfortunately)

• Links between family violence, housing and homelessness
• Links around family violence and returning to same situation
• Generally - community doesn’t understand issues facing the vulnerable

• Services are not wrap around or it is beyond scope to focus on whole family
• Onus is on person in crisis
• Do we find out from clients what is working? Consumer impact
• Knowledge of services is there - it’s parent’s fear of being judged

The map areas connected to the Role of Families and Community explored the urgent need to address a 
lack of understanding of the importance of the First 1000 Days in order to maximise the developmental 
opportunities and to protect vulnerability during this critical window. Because knowledge about the 
importance of this critical window is relatively new, there are knowledge gaps across families,  
community & services. These gaps have far reaching implications for our community and our ability to 
ensure all children have the best possible start to life.

It is vital that this is addressed as current research supports our Community’s instinct that community 
plays a significant role in influencing development in the First 1000 Days. 

For detailed information on the Role of Families and Community map region, connections  and loops you 
can read pages 8 - 13 in the Exploring the First 1000 Days handbook used on the day, Download HERE

The table below summarises what participants initial thoughts were when presented with the Role of 
families and community region of the map.

https://www.handsupmallee.com/the-first-1000-days
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fUndIng And government polIcy 

mAp regIon

resonAtes

sUrprIses

mIssIng

not QUIte rIght

comments

Funding and Government Policy

• More silo making because of competition (NDIS)
• Why aren’t outcomes more of a priority than outputs?
• Where are families left when NDIS comes in?

• Services still don’t know what each other do
• Different service language, referral pathways, etc.  make collaboration difficult
• Need to integrate social work with pre and post natal care
• System sharing info
• Complexity of qualitative data
• Funding does not reflect complexity of delivery in remote and regional areas
• Respectfully engaging clients in getting outcome measures captured
• Box ticked outcomes hide quality of work done

• Individual funding models  - if not in a plan -  not accessible
• Need to have an advocacy role in community
• Build on strengths e.g. Family Violence Hubs called “Family Matters”

• Short term dollars
• Reporting heavy burden
• Funding changing between agencies and not keeping up with time
• Flexible delivery makes sense but can be difficult

• Flexible delivery models make sense but can be hard
• Make outcomes more of a priority
• Box ticking hides quality of work done
• Funding does not reflect complexity of delivering in remote regions
• Integrate some services more e.g. social work with pre and post natal care
• Build on strengths even in language e.g. call Family violence hubs “Family 

Matters” 

The map examined the pressures on families and services during the First 1000 Days that are influenced 
by the narrow window of opportunity during the First 1000 Days.

While there are some universal services for children and families during this window, they rely on family 
engagement with the service. These funding and policy models are more responsive to the high demand 
for crisis interventions which runs counter to maximising the developmental opportunities of the First 
1000 Days.

For detailed information on the Funding and Government Policy map region, connections  and loops you 
can read pages 14 - 18 in the Exploring the First 1000 Days handbook used on the day, Download HERE

The table below summarises what participants initial thoughts were when presented with the  
Funding and Government Policy region of the map.

https://www.handsupmallee.com/the-first-1000-days
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orIentAtIon of servIce sector 

mAp regIon

resonAtes

sUrprIses

mIssIng

not QUIte rIght

comments

Orientation of Service Sector

• Gender discussions
• When collaboration works, paying attention
• Not having time to focus on staff’s wellbeing
• Negative effect of government funding

• Need for interdepartmental conversations (lack of)
• Issues around burnt out staff
• Looking at the whole and keeping the child at centre
• Role model father - No services specifically for fathers
• LGBT+
• What is happening at board level
• Financial pressures women need to return to work earlier
• Migrant’s issues

• Lack of collaboration
• Respect client’s right to choice of service
• Qualifications - workforce pressures tied to government funding
• Confidentiality 

• Agree gender bias
• System doesn’t support
• Acknowledging current complexity, skills shortage, poaching, movement

When services have to respond to crisis there is less time to focus on prevention and early intervention.
The connections relating to the Orientation of Service Sector were influenced by the pressures of funding 
and Government policy and compounded by service pressures, such as staffing and service thresholds, 
place further pressure to respond to crisis potentially resulting in missed opportunities to provide 
optimal services within a short window of opportunity.

For detailed information on the Orientation of Service Sector map region, connections  and loops you can 
read pages 19 - 28 in the Exploring the First 1000 Days handbook used on the day, Download HERE

The table below summarises what participants initial thoughts were when presented with the  
Orientation of Service Sector region of the map.

https://www.handsupmallee.com/the-first-1000-days
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Exploring The Map 
Funding And Government Policy

What Resonates With You?

What Surprises You?

What Is Missing?

What Is Not Quite Right?

Table #

Facilitator
Exploring The Map 
Orientation Of Service Sector

What Resonates With You?

What Surprises You?

What Is Missing?

What Is Not Quite Right?

Table #

Facilitator

Exploring The Map 
Parenting Capacity

What Resonates With You?

What Surprises You?

What Is Missing?

What Is Not Quite Right?

Table #

Facilitator

Exploring The Map 
Role Of Families And Community

What Resonates With You?

What Surprises You?

What Is Missing?

What Is Not Quite Right?

Table #

Facilitator

Participants used these worksheets after Fiona Merlin took them through the map exploration to deeply 
familiarise themselves to the issues and actions that the map represented and ensure its integrity before 
moving on to identifying leverage points.

This information is summarised on pages 7-10
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leverAge poInts for systems chAnge 
Leverage points are places within a complex system  where a small shift in one thing can produce big 
changes in everything. Leverage points are points of power, which if selected carefully and respectfully 
can ensure effective change occurs.

Participants spent time working on tables to search for possible leverage points to find places for 
change.

This resulted in 17 different leverage points being identified, which included:
• Orientation of service sector
• No wrong door
• Flexible service delivery
• Flexible funding
• Trust and collaboration
• Trust and collaboration strongly linked to flexible delivery models
• Engagement - high risk families avoid the system
• Professionals seeing mothers at the 20 week scan
• Use the hospital (maternity services) as a leverage point for all families to access services
• Bonding and attachment / gender bias
• Education of year 7 students around parenting and sex education
• Output vs outcomes
• Making sure all babies/children/parents are welcome and adequate 
• Social determinants 
• Housing crisis for vulnerable families 
• Housing availability and affordability
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Finding Places For Change

A Place 
For Change
What We Will Change 
And Why

What Will
Change If We
Do This?
Ripple Effect

What Could 
Make This 
Change Hard?

Are There 
Good Things
Happening In Our
Region We Can
Build On?

Where Might
It Be Easier To
To Start 
Change?

What Energy 
Or Resources 
Might Exist For
Change?

Should We 
Start This
Now,  Soon
Or Later?

As groups identified leverage points they worked through the below checklist to ensure that not only was 
a leverage point identified but necessary information about challenges, assets, resources and timing was 
also considered. 
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IdentIfIed leverAge poInts 
Kerry and the table facilitators were able to take the 17 possible leverage points and over the lunch 
break collate and sort them into three broad themes for action. 
 
 
1. Prioritising the First 1,000 Days of Life 
2. Flexible and Engaging Service Delivery Based on Trust and Collaboration  
3. Affordable Housing

Further details on what the broad themes encompass can be found in Next Steps
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BUIldIng the cAse for chAnge 
Teams then split into four groups to start building a case for change and action plan for each of the 
leverage points (actions).

There was a large number of attendees that were drawn to working on service delivery leverage point, in 
order to ensure everyone’s voice was heard they broke into two groups to delve into the changes.

Strategies For Change Assumptions

Influential Factors Challenge Or 
Opportunity For Change

Community Needs /
Assets

Who Needs To Be Involved?Desired Result / Outputs
/  Impact

Building A Case For Change
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presentIng the cAse for chAnge 
Once the groups had worked to build their case for change, each had a spokesperson present their 
outline for implementing beneficial change.
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commItment to chAnge 

Action For Change Sign Up Sheet

Leverage 
Point
Description

Name & 
Contact
Details of
Those 
Interested In
Being Part
Of The Action
Team?

 Who Else
Should We 
Contact 
And Why?

Attendees who felt ready and able to commit to being part of the upcoming action teams were asked to 
sign up on the day. They were also asked to identify others they felt would be helpful in creating change 
and why they should be contacted. 
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next steps

Prioritising The First 1000 Days Of Life

Sitting at the core of the map, Prioritising the First 1000 Days underpins multiple connections. It is an 
area where foundational work must be done to ensure: 

• That community and service providers are able to access knowledge and build understanding of the 
significance of the critical development window in the First 1000 Days and its long term impact.

• Parenting capacity is strengthened along with connectedness to services, programs and support 
networks.

• Community capacity is built in order to take a greater role in supporting families in the First 1000 Days
• That further leveraging activities are approached from this position of understanding. 

and 

• That positive messaging through the telling of our community’s diverse stories will further foster  
understanding and equity will assist in making positive changes for the First 1000 Days of life. This 
will benefit the health, economy and connectedness of our community.

Flexible And Engaging Service Delivery Based On Trust And Collaboration

Service delivery has a large influence on both an understanding of the importance of the First 1000 Days 
and the ability to meet the needs of children and their families within this critical window.
The energy to examine how services can provide more tailored and flexible delivery is great, and as such 
actions for this area will support work that is already underway. 

Affordable Housing For Families With Children Under Two Years

As affordable housing is a complex issue cutting across private industry and the service sector, this 
leverage area will require further, deeper research to better understand the key issues, needs,  and to 
identify opportunities to address them. Further discussions with the service sector and research will 
identify when action groups will be formed for this leverage area.

The First 1,000 Days event has allowed HUM to work with the people in the room and the map to 
determine our starting points for moving to action. 

The three broad areas that came from the work on the day are further detailed below. Each of the action 
groups for the areas will run differently, according to best fit for the work to be undertaken.

These areas will also be informed by community input, and continue to examine the system differently as 
this is important to the success of the work to come.

Each area will have actions developed and undertaken ranging from short to medium term that will 
enable long term change.

Work to initiate action will begin before the next financial year.

BroAd themes
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